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Lulu.com, United States, 2007. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
224 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.This book will explain the mathematical details
behind the Jewish calendar and Easter calculation with a
mathematical proposal to fix the Jewish Calendar. In addition,
we will explore the mathematics behind the Mayan calendar,
Islamic calendar, and our everyday calendar, the Gregorian
calendar. First, I will demonstrate how the Jewish calendar
works, and how to convert dates between the Jewish calendar to
the Gregorian/Julian calendar. I will then explain the Easter
calculation and demonstrate how to use the methods from the
Easter calculation to fix the Jewish calendar so that the Jewish
calendar stays consistent with the solar cycle. In 1582, there were
two competing proposals to reform the Julian calendar. I will
explain the mathematics behind the two proposals. I will explain
the proposal that placed Washington, DC on the 77th meridian.
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Unquestionably, this is the best operate by any article writer. It is really basic but surprises from the 50 % of the ebook.
I realized this ebook from my i and dad suggested this ebook to discover.
-- K a cie Schr oeder-- K a cie Schr oeder

This pdf could be well worth a read through, and a lot better than other. It is amongst the most incredible publication i
have got read through. I discovered this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Sa dye Hilll--  Sa dye Hilll
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